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Abstract. The extreme ultraviolet (EUV) signatures of a so-
lar lift-off, decametric and kilometric radio burst emissions
and energetic particle (EP) inner heliospheric signatures of
an interplanetary shock, and in situ identification of its driver
through solar wind observations are discussed for 12 isolated
halo coronal mass ejections (H-CMEs) occurring between
December 1996 and 1997. For the aforementioned twelve
and the one event added in the discussion, it is found that ten
passed several necessary conditions for being a “Sun-Earth
connection”. It is found that low corona EUV and Hα chro-
mospheric signatures indicate filament eruption as the cause
of H-CME. These signatures indicate that the 12 events can
be divided into two major subsets, 7 related to active regions
(ARs) and 5 unrelated or related to decayed AR. In the case
of events related to AR, there is indication of a faster lift-
off, while a more gradual lift-off appears to characterize the
second set. Inner heliospheric signatures – the presence of
long lasting enhanced energetic particle flux and/or kilomet-
ric type II radio bursts – of a driven shock were identified
in half of the 12 events. The in situ (1 AU) analyses using
five different solar wind ejecta signatures and comparisons
with the bidirectional flow of suprathermal particles and For-
bush decreases result in indications of a strong solar wind
ejecta signatures for 11 out of 12 cases. From the discussion
of these results, combined with work by other authors for
overlapping events, we conclude that good Sun-Earth con-
nection candidates originate most likely from solar filament
eruptions with at least one of its extremities located closer to
the central meridian than ∼ 30◦ E or ∼ 35◦ W with a larger
extension in latitudinal location possible. In seven of the
twelve cases it appears that the encountered ejecta was driv-
ing a shock at 1 AU. Support for this interpretation is found
on the approximately equal velocity of the shock and the
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ejecta leading-edge. These shocks were weak to moderate
in strength, and a comparison of their transit time with their
local speed indicated a deceleration. In contradistinction
with this result on shocks, the transit time versus the local
speed of the ejecta appeared either to indicate that the ejecta
as a whole traveled at constant speed or underwent a small
amount of acceleration. This is a result that stands for cases
with and without fast stream observations at their rear end.
Seven out of twelve ejecta candidate intervals were them-
selves interplanetary magnetic cloud (IMC) or contained a
previously identified IMC. As a by-product of this study, we
noticed two good ejecta candidates at 1 AU for which obser-
vation of a H-CME or CME appears to be missing.
Key words. Radio science (remote sensing); Solar physics,
astrophysics and astronomy (flares and mass ejections);
Space plasma physics (nonlinear phenomena)
1 Introduction
Before halo coronal mass ejections (H-CMEs) were first ob-
served, eruptive prominences were known to relate to ma-
jor Hα-flares (see, e.g. Zirin, 1966; Martin, 1973) and to
CMEs (see e.g. Munro et al., 1979) and were suspected of
being directly connected to geomagnetic activity (see, e.g.
Joselyn and McIntosh, 1981). In their statistical study, Cane
et al. (1986) include the solar filament disappearance on 27
November 1979. This event happened to be associated with
Howard et al. (1982), who first reported an observation of
a H-CME event. This solar event was followed about three
days later by moderate to severe geomagnetic disturbances.
This view between H-CME and geomagnetic disturbances
became established in the scientific community (see, e.g.
St. Cyr and Hundhausen, 1988). This was a great achieve-
ment considering the difficulties inherent in white light coro-
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nagraph detection for an H-CME that propagates along the
line of sight, because the scattered light signature (Thom-
son scattering) favors the plane of the sky. In the past, it
was not possible to establish a one-to-one correspondence
between the observation of a CME at the Sun and the corre-
sponding transient in the solar wind (hereafter called ejecta);
in general, only the brightest or strongest CMEs were no-
ticed (Gosling et al., 1974; St. Cyr et al., 1999 and references
therein). The LASCO white-light coronagraph on the SOHO
spacecraft, located at 0.01 AU upstream of the Earth, proba-
bly observes most H-CMEs thanks to its unique high sensi-
tivity and wide dynamic range (Brueckner et al., 1995). (It is
200 times more sensitive than the SOLWind coronagraph.)
LASCO/SOHO is able to discern such minute changes in
white light intensities that observation of the steady outflow
of coronal material along the solar helmet streamers at sev-
eral solar radii have been made for the first time (e.g. Sheeley
et al., 1997). For the present study this sensitivity is essen-
tial. Starting in 1996 the almost continuous access to solar
and interplanetary data (by the International Solar Terrestrial
Physics (ISTP) program (Acun˜a et al., 1995) in conjunc-
tion with solar observations by Yohkoh, and GOES satel-
lites, and solar ground-based observatories) made it possi-
ble to establish the likely connection between the Sun source
of an H-CME and specific solar wind structure(s) at 1 AU,
in the vicinity of the Earth (see, e.g. Burlaga et al., 1998;
Berdichevsky et al., 1998; Gopalswamy et al., 1998; Webb
et al., 2000a), thereafter called Sun-Earth connections.
We explored the interval of a relatively simple solar and
heliospheric magnetic field organization with mostly well-
defined Sun polarity, and a solar neutral line primarily close
to the Sun’s equatorial line (see, e.g. Michels, 1998; Sander-
son et al., 1998). During this time, the Sun had very low “soft
X-ray” background radiation, and there was low background
in solar energetic particles in the interplanetary medium. In
this paper, we present a study, statistical in nature, of a larger
set of events, with their source at the front side of the Sun,
than the sets investigated in some of the resent statistical
studies (Brueckner et al., 1998; Cane et al., 1998; Webb et al.,
2000b). We complement those studies with a more detailed
analysis of the occurrence of many hours, up to more than
two days, of unusual solar wind condition. (Unusual solar
wind intervals being the possible manifestation of the pres-
ence of ejected material at 1 AU, starting three to five days
after the time of observation of an H-CME). Furthermore, we
explore the connection of these ejecta with the common ob-
servation of a likely driven shock, a consistence element for
the testing of the Sun-Earth connection hypothesis. There-
fore, it is possible that this work may help to answer a few
of the following “simple” questions we may pose after the
occurrence of individual Sun front side H-CMEs near the so-
lar minimum. What were the EUV low Sun corona transient
signatures? How often were we able to relate an ejecta with
the H-CME? If it was possible to relate an ejecta at 1 AU
with the H-CME, how often was it possible to infer the pres-
ence of the ejecta along its route away from the Sun, before
arriving to the in situ observation at 1 AU? What were the
most frequently observed characteristics of these transients
at 1 AU? How do their transit times relate to their observed
speed at 1 AU?
Included in the study is each possible Sun-Earth connec-
tion that may be linked to a candidate H-CME originating on
the front side of the Sun (e.g. St. Cyr et al., 2000; LASCO
CMEs web public list of CMEs with URL: http://lasco-
www.nrl.navy.mil/ cmelist.html), and separated in time by at
least three days from any other front side H-CME, observed
from December 1996 to December 1997.
The layout of the paper is as follows. In Sect. 2, we give a
short description of instrumentation and data sets. Section 3
outlines our selection criteria of the candidate Sun-Earth con-
nection. Their main signatures in chronological order from
the Sun, through the inner heliosphere and the in situ so-
lar wind observations at 1 AU are analyzed statistically in
Sect. 4. Section 5 presents a discussion and comparison of
these results to work done by other authors. Conclusions are
drawn in Sect. 6.
2 Data sets and instrumentation
The monitoring of the solar corona with LASCO was com-
bined with an equal amount of solar disk observation with the
EUV images of the Repetitive Extreme-Ultraviolet Imaging
Telescope EIT on SOHO (Delaboudinie`re et al., 1995). At
the same time, instrumentation on Wind provided uninter-
rupted coverage of the solar wind conditions at 1 AU. Radio
emission and energetic particle detectors on Wind allowed us
to infer the presence of the interplanetary (IP) shocks, driven
by a transient (ejecta). In this way, a statistical study of the
possible source, motion and 1 AU signatures of the Sun-Earth
connection candidate events can be performed. The continu-
ous flow of space data was made possible through the com-
bined effort of the Deep Space Network and the ISTP Ground
System including the Central Data Handling Facility (Mish
et al., 1995).
Observations of the low corona include iron line im-
ages (171, 195, 284, 304 A˚) with the SOHO/EIT instru-
ment, X-ray images with the thermal X-ray instruments
on Yohkoh/Soft X-ray Telescope, and spectrograms show-
ing decametric type II and III radio emissions with the
WAVES/Wind instrument. The observation of the integrated
solar X-ray flux in the wavelength range 1–8 A˚ is from
the publicly available STX instrument data from the envi-
ronmental GOES satellites (internet web address with URL:
http://sec.noaa.gov/ftpmenu/indices.html). In addition, when
available, we complement a time line for each event with in-
put from reports on chromospheric observations (from Hα
line observation and metric radio bursts, as published in the
Solar Bulletin, and other sources (see, e.g. Webb et al., 1998;
Hudson et al., 1998; Webb et al., 2000b), or made available
through private communication (Prestage, Culgoora, Aus-
tralia, 1999; Mann, Potsdam, Germany, 1999).
Inferences about driven shocks in the inner heliosphere
are made from (a) energetic particles observations with the
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Plate I: A composite showing: full image of the Sun on 195 A˚ Fe XII line (After halo-CME, Event 5). The bright new arcade formation,
enclosed by the white box is at AR 8027. White box region in top image is seen from left to right in two rows of images. The first
column of images shows some evolution at photospheric level (magnetogram; Scherrer et al., 1995), and in the following columns stronger
evolution (typical arcade formation after the lift-off as well as dimming regions in the lower row) for the ions Fe IX-X, Fe XII, Fe XIV light
wave-lengths 171, 195, 284. Dimming and arcade formation is less noticeable in the He II 304 A˚ light line.
EPACT/Wind instrument (von Rosenvinge et al., 1995), and
(b) Decametric to Kilometric radio bursts detected with the
WAVES/Wind instrument. WAVES/Wind (Bougeret et al.,
1995) is a very sensitive instrument, capable of locating the
spatial origin of radio emissions in the three-dimensional he-
liosphere.
The in situ observations of the interplanetary magnetic
field (IMF) and the solar wind plasma parameters (temper-
ature, density and bulk flow speed of electrons and protons,
and He++/H+ relative abundance) were acquired by the high
accuracy instruments MFI (Lepping et al., 1995) and SWE
(Ogilvie et al., 1995) on Wind. The moments used in this
analysis are ∼ 15-sec averages, spaced every 46 or 92 s, of
the solar wind H+ and He++ distribution, and 1-min aver-
aged magnetic field vectors.
3 Selection criteria and signatures
The set of H-CMEs is composed of wide angle events as
observed in the coronograph (though it does include a few
events less wide than 360◦ that extend from above one of the
Sun poles to the other hemisphere beyond the solar equato-
rial line) as observed from the Earth. St. Cyr et al. (2000)
gives detailed arguments on this and other classification cri-
teria for these LASCO/SOHO CMEs.) The timing of each
H-CME corresponds to the appearance in the field of view of
the LASCO/SOHO C2-coronograph.
On images of the Sun, for each candidate H-CME, we re-
view changes that occur before and after the H-CME is ob-
served, as illustrated in Plate I, which shows examples of
dimming and new arch-formation after the H-CME. Dim-
ming regions and new arcade formation give an indication
of the approximate extent and location of the source region
on the disk. In a sequence of EIT EUV iron line images, the
occurrence of rising loops, near the limb, may represent the
reformation of a new arcade over a channel that contained an
erupted filament. In a few cases, EIT did not operate through
the time of interest and we searched for sigmoid loop dis-
appearance observed with the Yohkoh STX experiment, and
the report of Hα filament disappearance by solar observato-
ries (printed and/or on-line Solar Bulletins, e.g. at the web
site with URL: http://sec.noaa.gov/ftpmenu/indices. html).
Within hours of the timing of the CME, we checked for the
occurrence of a GOES soft X-ray enhancement, and the de-
tection of metric radio bursts at the time of the observation.
In some cases, the appearance of a EIT-wave, on image-
differences of the Sun (shown in Plate IIa), may be a better
way to determine the time of the rising of the CME through
the low corona (see, e.g. Thompson et al., 1998, 1999a). The
EIT wave’s center, from which it tends to spread over the
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Plate IIa: Sun low corona UVI 195 A˚ iron-line image at 18:55 UT on 29 August 1997 with AR enclosed in white box, Event 12. The
sun disk enclosed by the white box appears on the right. On the right, from top to bottom, panels order image differences chronologically,
illustrating the advance on the low corona of the EIT-wave (changing location white and dark areas).
solar surface, suggests the heliographical source location of
the CME (see Plate IIa). It usually appears to be close to the
location of an eruptive optical Hα flare (Solar Bulletin re-
ports). Its occurrence in time seems to coincide with Type
II decametric radio bursts (see, e.g. Reiner et al., 1998a;
Berdichevsky et al., 1998; Thompson et al., 1998). It may
be a manifestation in the low corona of the chromospheric
blast-waves known as Moreton waves, also identified as as-
sociated with the lift-off of the CME (Pinte´r, 1977; Neupert,
1989; Uchida, 1968, 1973).
In other cases the prime evidence of a front side H-CME
is the EUV series of images showing a filament eruption, the
equivalent to a prominence eruption (see, e.g. Thompson et
al., 1999a, b). In a succession of two-dimensional EIT im-
ages, a dark filament eruption (an EUV absorption feature)
may appear as a filament that increases in size and width,
and shifts the location away from its original location un-
til its image becomes vague (it disappears) at the time, on
or before the H-CME is observed. An example is given in
Plate IIb. At 23:40 UT, the black arrow in the top image
shows the filament erupting. Before, at 22:26 UT, a black ar-
row in the central image indicates a dark quiescent filament
located approximately between E 13 N 39 and W 4 N 20 on
the low corona, in the 195 A˚ iron light full image of the Sun.
This filament starts its eruption at 22:30 UT on 27 September
1997. This image of the filament is presented at same scale in
the bottom left panel (notice here the black arrow’s head end-
ing just on top of the filament). After the start of the eruption,
the middle bottom image shows two changes at 23:57 UT. A
shifted, broader, nearly translucent, and elongated shadow is
one feature indicated with the black arrow. It is a stage in
the evolution of the filament eruption. The other new fea-
ture is an arcade formation starting on the left of the middle
bottom panel, with its most recent bright loop shown with a
white arrow. In the right bottom panel, the white arrow at
01:51 UT, on the next day points to a more advanced stage of
the arcade formation process at the time that the H-CME is
in the field of view of the LASCO/SOHO coronograph (not
shown). Also, it appears to be dimming to the left of the new
arcade formation, in the right bottom panel. A coronal fila-
ment eruption seems to belong to the same type of signature
as the chromospheric observation of filament eruption in Hα.
A long filament, many degrees in extension on the face of the
Sun, may take a long time to erupt. This was the case with the
7 February 1997 prominence and filament eruption (Gopal-
swamy et al, 1998), and possibly the one on 17 September
1997. In most cases, the low corona EUV signatures of a
halo CME involve a large amount of spatial motion in EIT-
wave and filament eruption. This is to a lesser extent the case
with rising loops.
We inferred the possible presence of the ejected material
in the inner heliosphere, and sometimes beyond 1 AU, from
the monitoring of kilometric Type II radio bursts and MeV
EP observed between the time of the H-CME and the pas-
sage of the driven shock through the Earth’s orbit. Figure 1
presents an example of these signatures. On the left side of
the top panel, the Type III radio bursts appear as solid red,
because their high intensity saturates the color scale selected
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Plate IIb: In the middle image of the Sun (UVI 195 A˚ iron line)
the black arrow shows filament and filament channel before erup-
tion (22:26 UT, on 27 September 1997, Event 14). The black arrow
in top image shows the enlarged, shadow-like shape of the erupted
filament, and the white arrow points to a bright new arcade forma-
tion (23:40 UT). Bottom, from left to right the sequence shows in
the right panels a more advanced stage of eruption at 23:57 UT on
27 September, and the long arcade formation created after filament
eruption, at the time of the halo-CME (∼ 01:50 UT, 28 September).
to highlight the much weaker and slowly drifting Type II
radio bursts. These kilometric Type II radio bursts are the
continuation of the metric and decametric radio emissions
near the surface of the Sun (not shown) and are indicative of
the advance of the IP shock into the interplanetary medium
(Reiner et al., 1998b). The fundamental Type II radio emis-
sion reaches the value of the in situ plasma frequency at the
time the shock is observed at ∼ 1 AU, near Earth, on 15 May
1997. The intense low-frequency excitations downstream of
the shock are trapped electromagnetic plasma waves, possi-
bly the local source of the Type II radio bursts (Lengyel-Frey
et al., 1997; Thejappa et al., 1998). More intense radio emis-
sions, above the plasma frequency, are in part a consequence
of currents generated by turbulence in the “sheath” region
between the shock and the ejecta. Other sources of intense
Fig. 1. Top panel shows radio frequency spectrogram (10–400 kHz)
from start to end of Event 9. The color scale is chosen to highlight
weak Type II radio bursts (top arrows on 13 and 14 May 1997).
Solid red radio emissions on the left are Type III radio bursts that
mark the approximate start of the event at the Sun. The start of the
right, low wave enhancements (below plasma line) marks the time
of the passage of the shock on 15 May 1997. Bottom panel shows on
the left the rise of the energetic particle (EP) fluxes, indicating the
start of the EP gradual event. The EP spike marks the shock passage
on 15 May 1997 and the second flux dip, on the right, indicates the
starting time of the passage of the interplanetary magnetic cloud
(IMC) at Wind.
radio emissions observed by Wind/WAVES behind the shock
are of terrestrial origin. Aurora kilometric radio (AKR) emis-
sions occur in response to the intense, fluctuating southward-
oriented IMF, and they persist through 15 May. The bottom
panel in Fig. 1 shows the rise above the background level of
the 1–2 MeV particles, energized at the shock and observed
at 1 AU, a few hours after the lift-off of the CME on 12 May.
The approximately steady flux following their rise, and last-
ing until further enhancement closer to the in situ observation
of the shock, is interpreted as a typical EP time profile of a
shock moving in a direction approximately radial from the
Sun. This is consistent with the central location on the solar
disk of this event. Finally, the spike-like enhancement of the
MeV EP fluxes, beginning before the start of 15 May indicate
the proximity of the IP shock. Following the shock, the two-
step decrease in these MeV EPs appears to be the result of
shielding by strong magnetic fields, first in the sheath region
and then in the ejecta time interval. This is consistent with
the Earth being engulfed by an interplanetary magnetic cloud
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Table 1. Synoptic time-line of the Sun source of H-CME and the possible ejecta manifestations at 1 AU
No. H-CME Signatures
date and time on Sun Shock remote sensing Shock passage Ejecta (in situ) Kp Geomagnetic
M/D/Y UT (time in UT) Date (time in UT) Date (time) Date (time) Index
1 12/2/96 16:40 04:00–18:00 ? EP background no 5–7 Dec 96? 2
2 12/19/96 17:40 15:56 no no 24–25 Dec 96 2
3 1/6/97 17:34 14:30–16:30 1/8–11 RB (km TII) 1/10 00:52 10–11 Jan 97 6
4 2/7/97 02:30 02:07 2/7–11 EP (MeV) 2/9 12:55 10–11 Feb 97 5
5 4/7/97 14:27 14:00–14:10 4/7–13 EP 4/10 12:55? 10–11 Apr 97 7
6 4/16/97 07:35 14:13 day b. no no 21–23 Apr 97 5
7 4/27/97 10:26 02:18 no 5/1 12:00? 2 May 97? 6
8 4/27/97 14:59 (02:10–0600 UT)
9 5/12/97 07:35 04:50–04:55 5/12–17 EP/RB 5/15 01:15 15–16 May 97 7
10 5/21/97 21:00 20:15–20:42 5/21–26 EP 5/26 09:16 26–28 May 97 6
11 7/30/97 04:45 20:00 day b. no no 3–4 Aug 97 5
12 8/30/97 01:30 23:32–23:41 day b. 9/3 01:00–9/4 14:00 RB 9/2 22:40 3–4 Sep 97 6
13 9/17/97 20:28 11:43–12:15 9/17–21 EP 9/21 04:10? 21–22 Sep 97 5
15:00–17:00
14 9/28/97 01:08 03:05 ? EP background 10/1 00:57 1–3 Oct 97 7
15 10/5/97 15:02 08:50–10:15 10/7 05:20–12:30 RB 10/10 03:00? 10–11 Oct 97 6
16 10/6/97 15:23 ∼ 16:00 10/10 16:00
17 10/21/97 18:03 17:34–17:54 10/21–25 EP 10/24 11:15 24 Oct (11:00–15:00 UT) 5
18 10/23/97 11:26 12:13–13:54 10/27 10:30–14:30 RB 27–28 Oct 97 4
19 11/3/97 11:44 09:10–10:31 11/4 06:00–11/5 04:30 11/6 22:10 6–8 Nov 97 7
20 11/4/97 08:27 05:57–06:13 RB, EP
day b. = day before; ? EP background = uncertain EP-Event due to above background intensities, RB = radio burst, and ? = uncertain
shock-ejecta association (under “Shock passage”); ? = uncertain identification (under “Ejecta. . .”)
(IMC) of intense and ordered magnetic field, with a large
flux-rope structure of approximately cylindrical shape and a
cross section extent of more than one thousand Earth radii
(rFLUX−ROPE ∼ 0.1 AU; see, e.g. Klein and Burlaga, 1982;
Lepping and Berdichevsky, 2000). IMCs are an important
subset of ejecta (Burlaga et al., 1981; Marubashi, 1986) and
are associated with the largest disturbances in the terrestrial
magnetosphere (see reviews by Gosling, 1990, and Farrugia,
et al., 1997a, and references therein).
Observations of conditions relating to ejecta in the solar
wind are illustrated in Fig. 2. Starting from the top they are:
in panel (a) a region of dominant magnetic energy, i.e. low
βp (= (2kTp)/(mpV 2A), where Tp = mp/2k V 2T h, with k the
value of the Boltzmann constant, and VT h the proton ther-
mal speed, related to σ = VT h/√2, the half-width of the
plasma proton distribution and where VA = B/
√
(4piNpmp)
is the Alve´nic speed); unusually high Nα/Np ratio in panel
(b) (see, e.g. Zwickl et al., 1983); in panel (c) a compar-
ison of Tp to the expected solar wind proton temperature
(e.g. Lopez, 1987; Richardson and Cane, 1995); and in panel
(d) unusually strong interplanetary magnetic field (Klein and
Burlaga, 1982). Also shown in panels (e) and (f) are the
latitude and longitude angles of the magnetic field showing
its slow rotation, another ejecta signature used in our study.
In addition, the solar wind velocity (not plotted in Fig. 2) is
included in the analysis of the Sun-Earth connection event,
because its value, in the ejecta interval, is useful to under-
stand the event history and it also contains valuable infor-
mation on the relationship between shock and the leading-
edge of the ejecta. Notice that Texpected is the result from a
well-established correlation between solar wind plasma pro-
ton distribution width and the speed of the solar wind (here
we use Texpected by Lopez and Freeman, 1986, corrected for
Wind by Richardson, private communication, 2000).
Low βp (usually ≤ 0.1) results from the combined effect
of strong magnetic field and low temperature Tp in ejecta.
Zwickl et al. (1983) noticed the association with shock
drivers of an unusual ratio of the alpha to proton density
(Nα/Np) with respect to typical solar wind values (Hirsh-
berg et al., 1972). In the low-speed solar wind, this Nα/Np
ratio is highly variable and lies in the range of 1.5–3.5%. In
high-speed streams, this ratio is close to 4% (see Neugebauer,
1981 and references therein, and for WIND/SWE observa-
tions, see Steinberg et al., 1996). It must be kept in mind that
ejecta at 1 AU are not associated with a unique set of sig-
natures (Zwickl et al., 1983; Goldstein et al., 1998; Cane et
al., 1998). Bidirectional electrons (Montgomery et al., 1974;
Gosling, 1990) and cosmic-ray Forbush-decreases (see, e.g.
Forbush, 1939; Cane et al., 1996) are two other trusted and
commonly used ejecta signatures. These two observables are
discussed in a comparison of our results with studies by other
workers (see Sect. 5).
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Table 2. Solar and low corona signatures
No. CME 6 V(CME) (S)OHO/EIT S-EIT/GOES-SXT/ Location (EIT/SXT) Lon SXR peak Metric (m) Deca-m SEP [1-20
H-CME Extension Leading Signature (Y)ohkoh-SXT/Hα Lat (Type of Source) X-r flux Radio Bursts Radio Bursts MeV]
Date Time Edge Time Other Time
#/MDY [◦]/[UT] kms−1 [Sign]/[UT] (+W/–E), (+N/–S) [M]/[UT] Type Type/UT onset/UT
1 360◦ 613 risng loops 0400– SXR backgrd. > B1 f 77, −1.5? AR C2.7? ? no Backg.
12/2/96 15:35 18:00 earlier big LDE 14:34‡
2 300◦ 332 new arcade s. Y loop erupt. 1556; DR; 19,−6↔0,−20 AR C2.3 LDE no† no no
12/19/96 16:30 ∼15:56 sigmoid 15:56‡
3 360◦ 211 not observing Y loop dispp 1511 0, −28 A1 LDE? no† no no
1/6/97 17:34 RAM: 1301–1453 FD 15:11
4 360◦ 804 fil erupt onset Y/EUV huge arcade; 49, −22↔−24,−35 lrge post ∼A5 LDE? no† III ∼2 MeV
2/7/97 02:30 02:07 LEA: 0107–0412 FD erup arcade 04:00? 0230 1000
5 360◦ 826 EIT-wave EUV DR, arcade; −19, −30 AR. C6.8 LDE II, III, V II, III 2–20 MeV
4/7/97 14:27 14:06 start H0L: 1344–1355 FD 14:03‡ 1356–1358 1400III 15:45
6 145◦ 247 EIT-wave. 1451b EUV ∼1436 start DR; −4, −22 AR ∼C1 LDE?b II no no
4/16/97 02:30 LEA: 0325–0330 FD 14:20/20:07‡ 1416–1427b
9 360◦ 260 EIT-wave EUV DR, arcade; Hα: 6.5, 22 AR C1.3 LDE II II, III 2–20 MeV
5/12/97 07:35 04:50 start 0443–0449 FD 04:55‡ 0454–0503 05:00III 07:30
10 ≥170◦ 303 EIT-wave EUV DR; SXR LDE; 12.5, 6 AR M1.3 LDE IV II, III 2–20 MeV
5/21/97 ∼21:00 after ∼20:00 mple Hα SF flares 20:15‡ 2027–0023 20:50 22:00
11 360◦ 124 fil erupt onset EUV fil erupt. continue 1,25↔1, 49 ? no (flare/FD no no
7/30/97 04:45 20:00b? until ∼11:00? backgrd >A3 at other loc)
12 360◦ 427 EIT-wave EUV DR; arcade −15.5, 29 AR M1.4 LDE III III no
8/30/97 01:30 23:41b-start 23:32b‡ 2331b 2345b
13 360◦ 487 fil erupt onset EIT-wave 1215 start; 3 −66,↔47, 20 M1.7 LDE III, V III 2/5 MeV
9/17/97 18:18–20:28 15:09 SXR LDEs lrge post erup arcade 1143/1807‡ many many ∼20/0230a
14 360◦ 355 fil erupt onset rising loops >2230b DR; −13,39↔20,14 B2 LDE? III no Backg
9/28/97 01:50 ∼2300b EIT-wave 3UT 2237b 2237b
b = day before; f = from; DR = dimming region, FD: disappearing filament (DSF), SXR LDE: soft X-ray long duration enhancement, AR:
active region; ‡: optical flare; ↔ = approximated heliographic extension of a long filament before eruption. RAM, LEA, H0L = Solar
Bulletin acronyms for heliospheric observatories.
A combination of sheath-ejecta indicated in Fig. 1 and
presented in Fig. 2 are responsible for enhanced geomag-
netic disturbances. For example, high dynamic pressure and
southward IMF can be seen in panels (e) and (g) in Fig. 2.
The large enhancements in Kp index (Panel (h) in Fig. 2) are
a consequence of the disturbances caused by these solar wind
conditions.
Twenty H-CMEs identified during the year, starting on 2
December 1996, are listed in Table 1. This list gives a time
line for the possible stages of the Sun-Earth connection. In
18 cases, after some days, the planetary Kp index reached
values between 5 and 7, which are well above the mean
yearly average for 1997 (∼ 1.6 ± 0.9, with median 1.5).
For each event, Table 1 presents a sequence of times pos-
sibly relating to the H-CME observations on the Sun disk,
inner heliosphere, and at 1 AU. Column 1 orders the events
chronologically. Column 2 gives the date and time the H-
CME was observed at 2 solar radii (Rs), followed in col-
umn 3 by the time(s) when we associate transient changes on
the solar disk with the lift-off. Listed in column 4 are the time
intervals of IP radio emissions and/or MeV EP. Column 5
gives the date and time of the shock passage at 1 AU. Col-
umn 6 shows the interval of observation of ejecta signatures
at 1 AU by Wind, followed in the last column by the highest
Kp value reached. As Table 1 shows, some events possess
all stages of a Sun-Earth connection. A complete sequence
of signatures occur in the case of Event 9, where Figs. 1 and
2 illustrate almost three days of manifestations at 1 AU of
the shock driven by the ejecta in the inner heliosphere, the
in situ observation of its passage on day four, followed by
signatures of the ejected material (the 15 May 1997 IMC).
The table further shows that there are cases where it is not
possible to associate unambiguously a single H-CME with
the corresponding near-Earth signatures. These are the cases
when more than one H-CME appears to occur within short
intervals. In the rest of the paper, we concentrate on the main
features of the Sun-Earth connection for H-CMEs, separated
in time by more than 4 or 5 days. This requirement leaves us
with 12 H-CMEs. (See Appendices for specific, additional,
observational facts, and their interpretation for Events 4, 5,
and 9).
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Fig. 2. Ejecta signatures used in this work (for Event 9) in panel: (a)
proton plasma βp; (b) solar wind He++ to H+ ratio; (c) observed
and expected proton temperature Tp; (d) intensity of the interplan-
etary magnetic field; (e) and (f) latitude and longitude orientation
of the interplanetary magnetic field in GSE coordinates; (g) solar
wind plasma ram pressure. Mid-latitude Earth’s geomagnetic re-
sponse index Kp is given in panel (h). The dash-lines in panels (a),
(b), (d), and (g) indicate the near ecliptic, approximate long-term
solar wind mean values at 1 AU.
4 Statistical results
Table 2 presents the events for this statistical study. From left
to right, in Table 2, the first column identifies the event num-
ber and date. The second column gives the angular exten-
sion of the H-CME and the time of observation of its leading
edge’s appearance in the LASCO C2 coronagraph (two so-
lar radii occulting-disk). Column 3 gives the velocity in the
plane of the sky of the leading edge of the CME. Column 4
gives the timing of the transient on the solar disk, in the low
corona, using EUV images: EIT-wave start, filament erup-
tion onset, rising loops or new arcade formation. Column 5
gives other SOHO/EIT signatures: dimming region (DR) and
arcade formation after halo-CME (arcade a). When infor-
mation was available, column 5 gives the time of a filament
disappearance in Hα at approximately the same heliographic
location as the EUV signature. Column 6 gives the location
of the event on the disk relative to central meridian and the
ecliptic plane. The possible relationship of the event with an
active region (AR) is also indicated. The presence of a long
 
 
 
Fig. 3. White arrows show more than 60◦ extension of a new arcade
formation after filament eruption (Event 13) in UVI 195 A˚ whole
disk image of the low sun corona.
duration enhancement in soft X-rays (1–8 A˚) is indicated in
column 7. This column also shows whether an optical Hα
flare was observed at/near the lift-off location on the disk
suggested by the coronal EUV and/or Hα chromospheric im-
ages. Column 8 gives the time and type of observed metric
radio burst emissions and the onset times or interval duration
of the metric Type II, III, IV and or V radio bursts. Column 9
features the observation of possibly related decametric ra-
dio bursts, Type II and/or III and their onset times. Finally,
column 10 gives the onset time of 1–2 MeV energetic parti-
cles (long duration EP assumed to be associated to an ejecta
driven shock).
In one case, for Event 3, SOHO/EIT data was not avail-
able and Yohkoh/SXT images show the disappearance of a
hot loop, ≥ 106 degrees Kelvin at 15:11 UT on 6 January
1997. Consistent with the location of the bright and hot loop
disappearance, there is a report of a 11◦ long filament disap-
pearance in Hα between 13:01 and 14:53 UT. The location
is not cataloged as a sunspot or an AR. The EIT signatures
of the observation, of rising loops and new arcade forma-
tion, are post eruption for Events 1 and 2. In Events 4, 11,
13, and 14 the EUV observations of the onset of the CME
are the progression of filament eruptions starting two hours
or more before the leading edge of the CME has been iden-
tified in the C2 coronagraph. For the Events 5, 9, and 12,
the EIT-wave was observed within two hours of the CME.
For Event 6, 16 April, a partial H-CME, the EIT-wave and
more than one eruptive Hα flare occur several hours before
the observation of this partial H-CME. A filament disappear-
ance in Hα is reported about one hour after the time of this
slow CME (Event 6) and several hours later, there are some
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Fig. 4. Seven time lines of chromospheric and corona disturbances
measured with respect to the observation time of the halo-CME (Ta-
ble 2). The vertical axis indicates the event each time line belongs
to. A solid line connects start and end times of a well identified so-
lar disturbance, while a dash-line indicates a tentative identification.
Open circle (o) stands for chromospheric filament disappearance;
Solid circle (•) for filament eruption in UVI light; Crossed-dot (×•)
for soft X-ray LDE; Hatched-triangle (4) for optical flare; Solid-
square () for new arcade formation; Curly-symbol for the onset of
EIT-wave; letter “r” for metric radio bursts; letter “R” for the start
of decametric radio bursts; Letters “EP” for the inferred start time
of a gradual energetic particle event.
EUV signatures of a dimming region, all near the same heli-
ographic location (4◦ E, 22◦ S).
4.1 EIT-wave versus EUV filament eruption
Table 2 shows the EUV EIT-wave occurrence for each AR
related H-CME, when the cadence of the EIT/SOHO in-
strument allowed its observation. (Image examples are: for
Event 5, panels 7 to 9 in Brueckner et al. (1998); for Event 9,
Fig. 2 in Thompson et al. (1998); for Event 12, Plate IIa, this
work). In these cases, the EIT-wave was observed before the
H-CME. In each one of them, it was possible to identify a
related eruptive Hα flare, metric radio burst activity, and a
long duration enhancement (LDE) of soft X-ray solar radia-
tion of several hours and peak intensity C1 or larger. We also
encountered reports of Hα filament disappearance for each
of these events, except in the case of Event 12. Therefore, an
EIT-wave appears to be a clear EUV signature on the solar
disk in the case of H-CMEs associated with filament erup-
tion at an AR.
Table 2 also contains 5 EUV filament eruptions. (Image
examples are Event 14 in Plate IIb, and a large post-eruption
arcade formation in Event 13, Fig. 3). EUV filament erup-
tions appear to be associated with the expulsion of material
from a filament channel that is also visible in Hα. However,
only in 2 out of 5 of these cases is there a report of a filament
disappearance in Hα within a few hours before the CME.
Most of these cases do not show dimming after the EUV fil-
ament eruption. In some cases, after the eruption profuse,
new arcades appear to form on top of the filament channel
(e.g. right bottom inset in Plate IIb).
Seven representative time lines (Events 1, 3, 5, 9, 11,
12 and 14) are presented in Fig. 4 using a nonlinear time
scale,(1t/1hr)1/3, with the difference 1t between solar
transient and the leading edge observation of the H-CME
(solid point at 1t = 0). In this figure, the start and end
of the EUV observation of rising loops is indicated with
solid squares, and with solid circles for the start and end
of a filament eruption. The onset times of m-radio-bursts,
decametric-radio-bursts, and flow of energetic particles are
indicated with r , R and EP , respectively. Onset of EIT-wave
activity is given by the curly symbol, a hatched triangle in-
dicates the associated observation of an Hα optical flare, and
crossed-solid-circle points to the start and end of a long du-
ration enhancement of the 1–8 A˚ wave length soft X-ray. Fi-
nally, white circles give the times of observation of a filament
disappearance in Hα.
Figure 4 shows AR related Events 5, 9 and 12, from Ta-
ble 2. Here, we find that the lift-off of the AR related solar
transient showed the following in close succession: 1st fila-
ment in Hα disappears (but no record for Event 12); 2nd, on-
set of metric radio burst emissions a few minutes later (may
be missing in Event 12 due to a continuum radio burst storm
at the Sun); 3rd, an eruptive optical Hα flare starts or its peak
emission is reached (from the Solar Bulletin). After that,
4th, onset of decametric radio burst (80% of the cases) and
EIT-wave follow. Following these steps, the H-CME is ob-
served. The start time of the eruptive Hα flare coincided with
the onset and/or peak emission of a 1–8 A˚ soft X-ray LDE
event with above background emissions lasting for several
hours (peak output indicated by a solid dot on line connect-
ing crossed solid points in Fig. 4). After the H-CME, there
are one or two long lasting dimming regions and continuous
arcade formation, or rising loop activity.
A time line relating EUV filament eruption with the later
observation of an H-CME does not show any other consis-
tent solar disk signature (this is illustrated by the time line for
Events 11, and 14 in Fig. 4). In Event 11, no enhancement in
1–8 A˚ soft X-ray appear to exist, and this is questionable in
Event 14, where the possible enhancement is indicated with
a dashed instead of a solid line, connecting crossed-solid-
points in Fig. 4. An EUV filament eruption appears for events
with a previously Hα quiescent filament-channel as the only
apparent source of a CME which seems to be unrelated to
any AR; this may also be the case for Event 3 in Fig. 4. (For
Event 3, Yohkoh SXT images show the disappearance of a
hot coronal-loop; Webb et al., 1998). The long duration ris-
ing loop observation in Event 1 (Table 2 and Fig. 4) is less
clear, belonging to an event near the west solar-disk limb.
(Here, it must be noted that besides the discussed observa-
tions of the corona in EUV light, coverage is complete for
decametric radio emissions and MeV EP, but for metric so-
lar radio emissions and Hα observation of the Sun’s chro-
mosphere, we rely on information in the Solar Bulletin and
private communications). In the case of the large filament
eruption in Event 13 (Table 2), there are time coincidences
with an EIT-wave, Hα optical flare, 1–8 A˚ soft X-ray LDE,
metric and decametric radio bursts, and the onset of the long
900 D. B. Berdichevsky et al.: Halo-coronal mass ejections near the 23rd solar minimum
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duration energetic particle event. In this case, it is not pos-
sible to separate the radio and EP signatures from a possi-
ble association either with this H-CME or other CMEs at the
solar-disk limb.
4.2 Inner heliosphere signatures
Metric Type II radio emissions are interpreted as the signa-
tures of a shock moving away from the Sun from the very
base of the Sun’s corona. These radio emissions are related
to local corona density encountered by the shock (see, e.g.
Cane and Stone, 1984). Table 2 shows Type II and other
types of metric and decametric radio emissions. The density
is lower and decametric radio emissions are expected when
the shock reaches approximately 2 to 12 solar radii. Ra-
dio emissions other than Type II radio bursts can be “shock
associated” signatures. They are metric “herring-bone” ra-
dio bursts, complex metric and/or decametric Type III radio
bursts, and also Type IV and V radio emissions (see, e.g.
Cane et al., 1981; Bougeret et al., 1998). In four out of the
seven AR related CMEs, there were observations of decamet-
ric radio burst emissions. In three of these cases, the onset of
the long duration MeV EP event was observed. In two out
of five of the CMEs unrelated to AR, there was observation
of decametric radio burst emissions and the onset of MeV
EP long duration enhancements. These radio emissions and
EP observations are consistent with a possible interplanetary
shock, which may be driven by the CME as it moves out-
ward in the inner heliosphere (see, e.g. Sanahuja et al., 1983;
Cane et al., 1986). The earlier arrival of the more energetic
protons accelerated by the shock close to the Sun allowed us
to identify the beginning of the event in the MeV EP (see e.g.
Cane et al., 1988; Reames et al., 1996). Table 2 shows that at
least 5 events have the MeV EP signatures, suggestive of the
presence of a shock close to the Sun. These are Events 5, 9,
10, 12, and 13 (i.e. 7–11 April, 12–15 May, 21–27 May, 29
August–5 September, 17–23 September 1997). For Event 4
(7–11 February 1997), Table 2 lists a rise in shock EP several
hours later (∼ 10 UT, 7 February).
Figure 5 shows the intensities of 2 MeV protons, 8 MeV
He++ ions, and the 20 MeV proton channels from the start
until the passage at 1 AU of the candidate ejecta interval, for
every event. The vertical line on the left of each panel gives
the event start time, and the possible heliographic location
on the Sun of the observed main feature(s) associated with
lift-off. Arrowed horizontal lines indicate the interval of ob-
servation of drifting radio emissions. The pointing down,
thick-dashed arrow on the right, gives the time of the in situ
observation of the IP shock. The shaded thick horizontal bar-
like symbol on the right side in each panel indicates times of
passage by the Earth of the candidate ejecta.
Figure 5 shows that in some cases shock signatures in the
inner heliosphere are the enhancement of MeV EP, in others
kilometric Type II radio bursts, and in a few cases, both in-
dicators were observed. One or both indicators are present
for Events 3, 4, 5, 9, 10, and 13 (see corresponding panels in
Fig. 5). A combined check of Table 2 and Fig. 5 for Event 3
shows no signatures of shock near the Sun, but clear signa-
tures of a shock in the inner heliosphere. (Intense kilometric
Type II radio bursts, i.e. radio emission enhancements, start
at a wavelength corresponding in this case to about 0.5 AU;
Reiner et al., 1998a).
The decrease in the flux of MeV EP during the candidate
ejecta intervals, consistent with shielding, by closed or par-
tially closed magnetic field lines, is observed in the case of
Events 1, 4, 5, 6, and 9. Inconclusive is the case in Event 10
due to a data void, and hindrance of MeV EP during new in-
jection while the ejecta passage by the Earth is possible in
Event 2.
A closer look at Fig. 5 shows that the IP back-
ground for 2 MeV protons lies at or near a flux
intensity of 10−3 particle/(cm2 str s), while for 8 MeV
He++ ions and 20 MeV protons it lies at or near
10−4 − 10−5 particle/(cm2 str s). The MeV EP velocity dis-
persion at the start of the isolated Events 4, 5, 9, and 10 iden-
tifies them in Fig. 5 as the events for which MeV EP en-
hancements provide indication of a shock propagating from
the Sun outward into the inner heliosphere. Incomplete indi-
cation of a shock propagating in the inner heliosphere with
MeV EPs is the result of high background possibly due to an
earlier or later limb event. (Notice that from Table 1 we keep
intervals when H-CMEs do not overlap in time, but other
long lasting gradual EP events do contaminate some of the
intervals of interest). In the case of Event 13, the presence of
a new injection around 09:00 UT on 20 September obscures
the later relationship of these MeV EP to the approaching
shock, which was observed near Earth at 04:10 UT on 21
September. MeV EP background from earlier event(s) was
present for Events 1 and 14. No MeV EPs were observed for
the other four events. Shock spikes beginning ahead of the
IP shock were observed for Events 4, 5, 9, and 14. In these
cases, the spike-like MeV EP flux enhancements add at least
two hours of warning that a shock is approaching Earth.
The tracking or sensing of the shock location from afar
through its Type II radio bursts, i.e. radio emissions at the
interface with the upstream solar wind, is also indicated in
Fig. 5. In addition to the full Type II radio bursts track-
ing in Event 9 (see also top panel in Fig. 2), we can also
identify three partial trackings (Events 3, 13, and 14). For
Event 13, 17–24 September 1997, the corresponding panel
in Fig. 5 shows that Type II radio bursts were observed from
around two hours before the IP shock up to four hours after,
which would suggest a lateral encounter with the shock re-
gion generating the Type II radio bursts. Kilometric Type II
radio bursts in the 6–11 January and 29 August–5 September
1997 events are long-duration kilometric Type II radio bursts,
which ended many hours after the passage of the IP shock.
In the second case, Event 12, they were actually observed
only downstream of the shock. These two events lacked the
presence of MeV EP fluxes. These cases of drifting radio
emissions, ending behind the IP shock, may have originated
at a shock location hundreds of Earth radii away from the
local in situ observations.
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(A)
(B)
Fig. 6. Candidate ejecta intervals, at 1 AU, are ordered chronologically from left to right. On top of each panel-column, for each event, its
order-number and interval of solar wind observation is given. Panel (a) shows solar wind velocity and horizontal bar indicates times when
Tp < 0.5Texpected; Panel (b) shows magnitude of the interplanetary magnetic field, horizontal bar indicates largest time interval of a slow
rotation of its orientation, and horizontal line indicates historical mean value of 5.5 nT. Panel (c) shows the βp plasma parameter; Panel (d)
show the percentage alpha to proton relative abundance Nα/Np%, the historical average value (∼ 2.3% for a slow solar wind) is indicated
by the horizontal line.
4.3 In situ observations at 1 AU
Identification of the ejecta interval is not free of ambiguity
(for a recent statistical investigation, see, e.g. Goldstein et
al., 1998). Notice that Table 1 in its three right columns, from
left to right, gives the time of the passage of the interplane-
tary shock by Wind, the day(s) of unusual and/or disturbed
solar wind conditions in the Earth’s vicinity and the maxi-
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(C)
(D)
Fig. 6. ibid.
mum observed geomagnetic Kp index value. In our search
of the ejecta candidate time-interval(s) in Events 3, 4, 5, 9,
10, 12, 13, and 14, we focus on solar wind conditions down-
stream to the passage of the possibly driven interplanetary
shock. In the other four Events 1, 2, 6, and 11, no shock is
observed; however, in all cases we search for similar identi-
fying signatures. In Figs. 6A–D, we ordered by column the
plots for each event. At the top of each plot-column we enter
the event number and date, while below we place two to four
day plots of a sample of solar wind parameters used for the
identification of the corresponding ejecta interval. For each
event, the top panel in Figs. 6 contains the plotted solar wind
speed (panel a). In this panel, bar(s) indicate(s) interval(s) of
a proton temperature (Tp) less than 50% of the one expected.
The second panel from the top presents the magnitude of
magnetic field (panel b). In this panel, the horizontal bar in-
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Table 3. Ejecta signature intervals at 1 AU to the nearest hour
No. Large, Slow Rot. of B field ≥ 1.5 aver. Tp/Texpected ≤ 0.5 Low βp regions Nα/Np ≥ 6% Ejecta Region
the B field
Event Time interval Time interval Time interval Time interval Time interval Time interval
1 15 12/5–23 12/6 no no none none (†) ?
2 02 12/24–12 12/25* 02 12/24–12 12/25 16 12/23–11 12/24 03 12/24–12 12/25 06 12/24–12 12/25 16 12/23–12 12/25
06-12 12/25
3 05 1/10–03 1/11* 05 1/10–09 1/11 05 1/10–03 1/11 05 1/10–03 1/11 00–8 1/11 05 1/10–07 1/11
4 03–19 2/10W 03–21 2/10 00 2/10–11 2/12 03–19 2/10 01–04, 07–10 2/10 00 2/10–11 2/12
02–18 2/11
5 06–19 4/11W 06–19 4/11 06–15 & 20–23 4/11 06–15 4/11 06–19 & 20–22 4/11 06–19 4/11
6 12 4/21–03 4/23* 12 4/21–11 4/23 09–15 4/21 16 4/21–03 4/23 minor enhancement 12 4/21–03 4/23
9 09–24 5/15* 05–24 5/15 07–24 5/15 10–24 5/15 05 5/15–03 5/16 05 5/15–13 5/16
06-14 5/16 06–14 5/16 06–13 5/16
10 12 5/26–00 5/28 09 5/26–00 5/28 17–23 5/26 16 5/26–10 5/27 none (†) 12 5/26–00 5/28
11 14 8/3–03 8/4* 13 8/3–03 8/4 10 8/3–03 8/4 14 8/3–02 8/4 04–11 8/4 10 8/3–03? 8/4
12 13–23 9/3 07 9/3–00 9/4 12–23 9/3 08–21 9/3 14–24 9/3 13-23 9/3
13 22 9/21–18 9/22* 22 9/21–18 9/22 20 9/21–18 9/22 22 9/21–02 9/23 11 9/22–02 9/23 22 9/21–18 9/22
14 16 10/1–23 10/2* 18 10/1–23 10/2 18 10/1–23 10/2 17 10/1–23 10/2 05–23 10/2 16 10/1–23? 10/2
07–15 10/3
() During most of this interval 5-min average βp are close to 1. Interval shows, from 10:00 UT 6 Dec to 07:00 UT 7 Dec, unusual anti-
correlation between proton thermal-velocity and density
(W) Event described as cloud-like because the selected time interval has the features of an IMC, except for a narrower rotation of the IMF
(*) Event includes overlaps with interval identified as an IMC (Lepping et al., 1999).
(†) In Events 1, and 10 there are uninterrupted unusually low Nα/Np (< 1%) from 00:00 UT 5 Dec to 12:00 UT 7 Dec 1996 and from
00:00 UT 27 May to 00:00 UT 28 May 1997, respectively.
dicates the longest time interval of a slow rotation of a 5-min
average magnetic field. The third panel from the top presents
proton plasma beta (panel c), βp, and the bottom panel is the
ratio of alpha to proton densities, Nα/Np% (panel d). A
solid line across the |B| panel indicates the approximate his-
torical value of 5.5 nT (see, e.g. Burlaga, 1995), and in the
case of the Nα/Np% gives 2.3%, which is in the approxi-
mate mean range of the values observed during intervals of
slow solar wind (see, e.g. Neugebauer, 1981).
For the times plotted in Figs. 6, we search for candidate
ejecta intervals with a duration of eight or more hours be-
tween sharp discontinuities in the value of B and solar wind
speed, V . Ejecta indicators used are the slow rotation of the
magnetic field B, above average |B|, low Tp, low βp, un-
usual Nα/Np%. The identified time intervals are listed in
Table 3.
A closer look at Figs. 6B and C shows that in Events 4 and
9, high Nα/Np% appears in closer proximity to the driven
interplanetary shock than the low βp regions. Figures 6A–
D show further that regions defined by high Nα/Np% and
low βp overlap with each other in Events 2, 5, 9, and 12.
Additionally, high Nα/Np% regions are found in the rear
part of the low βp intervals for Events 3, 13, and 14, and
are also found trailing the low βp intervals of most events
(Events 3, 4, 5, 9, 11, 12, 13, and 14).
The listing in Table 3 of overlapping time intervals for the
diverse set of signatures shows support for the observation
of ejecta in all cases except Event 1. Particular to Event 1 is
the orientation of the interplanetary magnetic field during the
middle of its smooth rotation, which for many hours it stays
close to the Sun-Earth direction (during this whole interval
Wind/SWE, after perigee, intermittently detects bow-shock
upstreaming electrons; Fitzenreiter, private communication,
2001). Here, the main supporting signatures are the over-
lap of this slow rotating magnetic field with unusually low
Nα/Np%.
Adding the times of the overlapping and non-overlapping
regions: (a) of large and slow rotation of the B-field; (b)
large |B| (≥ 1.5 historical mean B); (c) low Tp; (d) low βp
intervals and (e) unusual Nα/Np% values, in Table 3, prob-
ably gives an upper limit to the possible elongation in time
of the ejecta. These are our choices in the right column in
Table 3, with the constraint that there is at least some over-
lap between two intervals, or the ejecta candidate intervals
are closer than two hours to each other. We conclude that
common to every interval is an extended region of a slowly
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Fig. 7. Panel (a) shows for each ejecta the total plasma den-
sity [N(H+) + N(4He++)] maximum value (inverted full-triangle),
mean and its mean fluctuation (cross with error bar) and the mini-
mum value (full-circle). Panel (b) shows for each event the relative
alpha to proton ratio Nα/Np% maximum enhancement (inverted
full-triangles), mean and the 1 standard deviation (s.d.) (Nα/Np%)
of its mean fluctuation (full-circle with error bar). In the top side of
Panel (b) the location in/near the ejecta of the Nα/Np% enhance-
ment(s) is indicated.
rotating magnetic field with partial overlap with one or more
regions of unusual Nα/Np%. Other observable indications
of the possible presence of ejecta in the solar wind are dis-
cussed for these intervals in Sect. 5, in the context of analyses
by other workers. Under this criterion, Wind encounters an
ejecta interval in each event. When low Tp, slow magnetic
field rotation, above average B-field intensity, low βp, and
unusual Nα/Np% time intervals overlap, we obtain an al-
ternative criterion for ejecta. The shortest extension would
result from this alternative criterion of ejecta. In this way we
also would be left with fewer ejecta encounters, and this is
the case because an all-regions-overlap may occur between a
few hours and a more extended duration for Events 2, 3, 4, 5,
9, 12, 13, and 14. At the same time, we can have a higher de-
gree of confidence that these eight solar wind intervals con-
tain an ejecta region. Still, ejecta at 1 AU are understood as
plasma embedded in magnetic field domain still connected
to the Sun, or to itself, with a volume equivalent to a scale
length of several thousands of Earth radii. Hence, a volume
of this size would show some shielding to EP, in general, and
Fig. 8. In Panel (a) full-circles show for each event the ratio of the
observed mean to expected proton temperature (〈Tp〉/Texpected). In
Panel (b) full-circles show the mean βp for each event. Panel (b)
also indicates, with the acronym IMC on top, the ejecta that strongly
overlaps with a time interval identified as an interplanetary cloud,
fitted using the Lundquist force-free flux-rope model.
cosmic rays in particular. The changes in the intensity and/or
anisotropy in the flux of EP and Forbush decreases are dis-
cussed in Sect. 5, in the context of the results presented by
other workers.
For the listed ejecta time intervals (right column in Ta-
ble 3), Figs. 7 to 9 present mean, minimum and maximum
values for several solar wind parameters. Mean (Np + Nα)
values, for these time intervals are close to 12 atomic mass
units (amu) per cubic centimeter (see Fig. 7a). Extreme vari-
ations in plasma densities occur for most intervals. Only
Events 5, 6, 9 and 10 show plasma density variations of less
than one order of magnitude. The remaining intervals show
an increase of one to more than two orders of magnitude from
minimum to maximum plasma density. Similarly strong vari-
ations are present in the plasma composition ratio Nα/Np%,
as indicated by the mean and maxima values in Fig. 7b. Max-
ima values are 10% in Events 3, 5, 9, and 12, and 8–9% in
Events 2, 4, 13, and 14. Unusually low Nα/Np% values
exist in Event 1 and in most of Event 10. Above average
Nα/Np% values trail the ejecta intervals in Events 5 and
12. Figure 8a shows that the mean Tp/Texpected ratio was 0.5
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Fig. 9. For each event, panels (a) and (b) present magnitude values
of solar wind speed V and magnetic fieldB of the ejecta. Maximum
values (full-triangle), mean values, and the 1 s.d. deviation of its
mean during the passage of the ejecta (cross with error bar), and
minimum values (full-circle) are given for each event. In top of
panel (a), symbol ‡ (Œ) indicates ejecta with a solar wind velocity
showing a negative (positive) gradient as a function of time, while
no symbol was given for cases showing a flat velocity profile as
a function of time. In each panel, horizontal line with value on
the right gives the corresponding historical solar wind value of the
observable.
or less in Events 2, 3, 4, 5, 9, and 11. A mean value close
to 1 is given for Events 1, 6, 10 and 12. For these cases,
Tp/Texpected is less than 0.5 near the front of Events 6 and
10, and in the rear of Event 12, while absent in Event 1. Fig-
ure 8b gives the corresponding value of 〈βp〉 ± σ(βp). All
intervals, except for Event 1, show 〈βp〉 values close to 0.1
or below. Two values of 〈βp〉 are given for 9–12 February
1997 ejecta, with the lower value corresponding to the “cav-
ity” region indicated in the Appendix. Figure 9a presents
the 〈V 〉 ± σ(V ), minima and maxima, respectively. In six
ejecta, the bulk speed profile had a front-to-back negative
gradient consistent with radial expansion, indicated with (‡)
in Fig. 9a. Two cases in Fig. 9a, indicated with (Œ), had a
much less common positive slope in V , suggestive of a possi-
ble interaction with a faster solar wind stream (see Farrugia,
1997b). In most cases, the depleted density region in the
ejecta showed a sudden drop in the value of V , a correlation
whose cause is at present unclear (Vmin  V − σV ). This
effect can be seen to stand out particularly in those cases of
ejecta having a flat profile in V , and it can be seen from a
comparison of Figs. 6 and Fig. 9a. Figure 9b shows that the
average magnetic fields of the ejecta are well above the over-
all interplanetary value of ∼ 5.5 nT in 10 of 12 cases, with
maxima being > 20 nT in Events 3, 5, and 9. Two very low
values (|B| min) result from interplanetary magnetic holes.
The intervals of a smooth rotation of the B-field, listed in
Table 3, change orientation from north to south in Events 1
and 2. Conversely they change direction from south to north
in Events 3, 6, 9, 11, and 12. They stay south in Events 4 and
10 and north in Events 5, 13, and 14.
5 Discussion
In the discussion, we attempt to present a statistical analysis
of our observations. In this regard, we benefit from the com-
plementary as well as partially overlapping work by other au-
thors. Primarily, we notice that from a set of CMEs observed
with the SOHO/LASCO instrument from January 1996 to
June 1998 (St. Cyr et al., 2000), a H-CME has been added
(not included in our list, Table 1). Webb et al. (2000b) in-
clude this event and indicate that it is seen at two solar radii
at ∼ 07:00 UT on 9 March 1997 with a measured leading
edge speed of approximately 150 km−1 in the plane of the
sky. Webb et al. (2000b) also indicate that for this extra event
there is no record of optical Hα flare, and the enhancement in
1–8 A˚ soft X-rays peaked at the level of a B3 flare. There is
an observation of EUV dimming region at or near N 3 E 75.
Approximately 69 hours later, a convected three-hour high
density structure (Np ∼ 40 cm−3) travelling at 350 km−1,
too slow to be related, is followed by a possibly corotating
interactive region. There is neither observation of a related
shock, nor other indication of ejecta in the solar wind condi-
tions between 3 and 6 days after this H-CME, and we agree
with this interpretation. Statistical considerations presented
below include this additional isolated H-CME, raising the
number to 13 (21 when added to Table 1).
As in a detailed case study in Thompson et al. (1998), we
find that it is possible to identify the solar disk source re-
gion with the heliographic start location of an EIT-wave in
cases when the H-CME appear associated with an AR. EIT-
waves seem to coincide in time with decametric Type II ra-
dio bursts, as indicated in the Appendix. (For a more de-
tailed account, see Reiner et al., 1998a; Berdichevsky et al.,
1998). For these AR related H-CMEs a chronological evo-
lution is apparent with time line durations of 150 min or less
(see time sequences in Table 2 and Fig. 4). This is consistent
with 1t time intervals usually considered (see, e.g. Webb et
al., 2000b; Hudson et al., 1998). In the case of quiescent fila-
ment eruption, or related to a decayed AR, Table 2 and Fig. 4
time lines show time differences between solar disk signa-
tures and H-CME observations 4 to 6 times longer than the
ones usually considered. A comparison of these two types of
filament eruption, in Sect. 4.1, suggests two possibly differ-
ent ejecta lift-off mechanisms. In one case, a filament in/near
an AR needs to break layers of strong magnetic flux regions
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in the process of lifting off. This requires large amounts of
stored energy which are released faster, causing major de-
tectable amounts of dissipation at the source region and al-
most always, these solar transient events have been identi-
fied in connection to double ribbon optical Hα flare, coin-
ciding with an appreciable enhancement in the emission of
soft X-rays. In the other type of lift-off – represented by
five examples of filament eruption in EUV light – a scenario
is suggested in which filament-like material, already above
the chromospheric region, breaks loose at a relatively slow
speed. In this type of lift-off, a favorable location for mov-
ing along a neutral line (source of the heliospheric current
sheet) is required. This is suggested in the case of the nearly
steady outflow of the solar wind during the last solar min-
imum (see, e.g. Michels, 1998). Here, low detectable dis-
sipation would occur because less stored energy release is
needed. Weak double ribbon flares may also be associated
with their lift-offs and an identification has been made for
Event 14 (Martin, private communication, 2001). After its
lift-off, the ejected material becomes an H-CME when mov-
ing along the line of sight. These ejecta may be moving at
slower speeds than the ones discussed in Cane et al. (1986),
where all of them produce shocks which accelerated MeV
EP.
Regarding the heliospheric latitudinal source of the H-
CME, Table 2 shows locations that deviate in some cases
strongly from the Sun’s equatorial plane. This is consistent
with the mean source locations at ±30◦ with respect to the
Sun’s equator of more than 100 CMEs, including H-CMEs,
between April and December 1997. Beyond two solar radii
propagated in mean value approximately in the ecliptic plane
(Plunkett et al., 2001). In a case study, for Event 9, Webb
et al. (2000a) presented this complex, non-radial propaga-
tion at the beginning of the ejection. The compiled set of
EUV observations of EIT-wave and filament eruption iden-
tify as source regions of the H-CMEs the same or nearly the
same solar disk locations in comparison to those identified
for corresponding events in Webb et al. (2000b), and Hudson
et al. (1998). (Webb et al. and Hudson et al. use for the iden-
tification of the time and location of the source STX/Yohkoh
images, Hα dark filament disappearance, metric radio burst
times, and two ribbon optical Hα flare, and like us, infer the
possible association of 1–8 A˚ X-ray LDE).
Several H-CMEs presented drive a shock. For an over-
lapping subset of events, these shocks are also identified in
Webb et al. (2000b) and Cane et al. (1998). In Sect. 4.2, we
identify the cases where the presence of the driver (the ejecta)
may be inferred in the inner heliosphere by the observation
of shock-signatures in decametric and/or kilometric Type II
radio bursts and MeV shock energized particles. They are
present for individual cases in Hoang et al. (1998), Reiner et
al. (1998a,b), Kaiser et al. (1998), Berdichevsky et al. (1998),
Gopalswamy et al. (1998), and Webb et al. (2000a). For
Events 3, 4, 5, and 9, Torsti et al. (1998) also present a study
of EP and their interpretation of an ejecta-driven shock ac-
celerating a seeded population of particles. Their analysis
is based on observations with the SOHO/ERNE instrument.
For Event 5, Torsti et al. (1998) call attention to the pres-
ence of a prompt EP Event (∼ 30–50 MeV H) at the Sun and
interpret it as “caused by a DC electric field acceleration dur-
ing magnetic reconnection triggered by the solar eruption”.
The tracking obtained and/or inference of the shock in the in-
ner heliosphere supports the association of the ejecta encoun-
tered later with the driver and makes a case for the validity
of the Sun-Earth connection for Events 3, 4, 9, 10 and 13.
The proximity of a subset of these H-CME to coronal mag-
netic holes extending equatorward was pointed out in a study
of the solar minimum sources of geomagnetic activity be-
tween October 1996 and July 1997 by Watari and Watan-
abe (1998). In agreement with their arguments, we find it
possible that in several cases a combination of ejecta and
their interaction with high-speed stream possibly enhanced
geomagnetic activity at or near the time of the passage of
the ejecta. This appears to be the case for our events, num-
bered 3, 4, 9 and 12. In the case of Event 2, the high speed
stream ahead of the ejecta also appears consistent with its
possible source region near the equatorward boundary of a
south-pole magnetic hole. Although no ejecta is observed
in association with the 9 March 1997 H-CME (Webb et al.,
2000b), at its expected time of arrival, the solar wind pa-
rameters show the possible remnants of a stream-stream in-
teraction resulting from a repeat passage, 12–14 March, of
a weakened equatorial extension of a south-pole magnetic
coronal hole (Figs. 1b and 3 in Watari and Watanabe, 1998).
Our Event 4 is also discussed in detail by Watari and Watan-
abe and they present convincing arguments to explain the fact
that the ejecta appears to be overtaking the corotating high-
speed stream. Finally, it is intriguing to find that in Event 5
the high-speed region near the reverse shock appears to be
part of ejecta.
5.1 Ejecta and particle flow anisotropies
Anisotropy in the flux of energetic particles may allow for an
independent test on the boundaries and extension of ejecta,
usually interpreted as very large volumes with characteris-
tic lengths in the > 1000 Earth radii. In the case of cosmic
rays Bieber and Evenson (1998) show for Event 3 (10–11
January 1997 IMC) unusual anisotropy in the flow of above
500 MeV particles. In general (at much lower energies), the
presence of a bidirectional suprathermal particles flow along
magnetic field lines may indicate the immersion of the ob-
server in the ejecta domain of closed field lines, either con-
nected to themselves or to the Sun (see, e.g. Gosling et al.,
1990; Montgomery et al., 1974). In a recent study Shod-
han et al. (2000) investigated the absence and or presence of
bidirectional suprathermal electrons for IMCs observed by
IMP-8 and Wind. In their analysis, they include several time
intervals which are part of this study. In this case, we focus
on the subset of events that overlap with ours. For these inter-
vals, Shodhan et al. (2000) find substantial counterstreaming
electrons for the long duration B-field slow rotation intervals
observed in Events 4, 6, 11, 13, and 14 of this paper. Shod-
han et al. (2000) find a more sporadic presence of counter-
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Table 4. Transit times, transit velocities and at 1AU evaluated velocities
Transit Times [hr] Velocities [kms−1] (GSE)d
Event Shock-CME EjLEa-CME EjMPb-CME Vsh V(EjLE) V(EjMP)
Vtrc Vx(1 AU) Vtr Vx(1 AU) Vtr Vx(1 AU)
1 no shock 70.4 86.2? – – −588 −470 −480 −408
2 no shock 94.3 121.4 – – −439 −420 −341 −337
3 79.4 83.6 94.5 −522 −439 −495 −460 −438 −440
4†† 58.3 69.4 80.5 −710 −632 −596 −600 −514 −520†††
March† no shock no ejecta? no ejecta? – – – – – –
5†† 70.4 87.3 94.1 −588 −359 −474 −460 −440 −470
6 no shock 124.7 144.2 – – −332 −390 −287 −360
9†† 65.75 69.4 82.1 −630 −422 −596 −440 −504 −468
10 103.2 108.9 128.9 −397 −339 −380 −350 −321 −316
June† no shock 108±12 125±12 – – −383 −370 −330 −365
11 no shock 101.7 111.9 – – −407 −470 −370 −404
12 93.17 107.5 112.5 −444 −379 −385 −410 −368 −413
13 79.7 87.1 107.5 −520 −437 −475 −460 −385 −414
14 75.2 87.0 102.4 −551 −488 −476 −485? −404 −453
mean 78.7 92.3 107.0 −545 −437 −463 −445 −413 −398
†) Events incorporated in the discussion (Sect. 5). a) EjLE = ejecta leading edge; b) EjMP = ejecta mid point, see convention in Sect. 5;
c) Vtr = 1 AU divided by transit time, expressed in GSE coordinate convention; d ) Velocity at 1 AU.
††) For completeness we mention that Metric Type II velocities for Events 4, 5, and 9 are, respectively, 600, 800, and 1400 km/s, taken from
Smith et al. (2000). (For each event, the plane of the sky CME velocity is listed in column 3 in Table 2).
†††) See Appendix for Event 4 evaluation of the ejecta mid-point velocity.
streaming field-aligned electrons in corresponding intervals
of Events 2 and 3 and a negligible presence in Event 9, while
Events 1, 5, 10, and 12 were not part of their study. Since
there is neither perfect overlap between their events and ours
in the respective time extensions, nor in the event sets, we de-
cided to redo the analysis of the suprathermal electron flow.
Our analysis confirms the findings by Shodhan et
al. (2000) with no added time periods of counterstream-
ing electrons in Events 2, 3, 6, 11, and 14. This is not
the case in Event 4, where suprathermal bidirectional elec-
trons extend from 18:00 UT on 9 February to 04:00 UT on
12 February, well beyond the magnetic cloud-like interval.
Counterstreaming electrons in this event overlap well with
low Tp/Texpected throughout the interval and also cover iso-
lated periods of above average Nα/Np% (see correspond-
ing panels in Fig. 6B and entry in Table 3). Suprathermal
bidirectional electrons are also identified in Event 5 from
22:30 UT on 10 April to 04:00 UT on 11 April and from
19:00 to 23:00 UT on 11 April. This later ejecta-interval
contains a fast reverse interplanetary shock (Berdichevsky
et al., 2000). For the magnetic cloud-like ejecta interval be-
tween 05:00 and 19:00 UT on 11 April (Fig. 6B, Table 3), the
presence of bidirectional electrons is undetermined due to a
loss of particle sampling during a long duration northward
excursion of the B-field (orientations which the Wind/SWE
electron instrument cannot reach). In Event 9, suprathermal
counterstreaming electrons are observed between 05:00 and
07:30 UT on 15 May, before the start of IMC. This short time
interval in Event 9 shows good overlap with the similar in-
terval of above average Nα/Np% (≤ 10%). In Event 10,
suprathermal bidirectional electrons are observed between
16:00 and 20:00 UT on 26 May, and near 10:00 UT on 27
May. Here again, between 20:00 and 24:00 UT on 26 May,
there is no sampling due to high latitude excursion of the B-
field. Counterstreaming electrons are also found in Events 1
and 14, but there is almost a permanent connection with the
bow shock, and in Event 1, it is not possible to disentangle
one source from the other.
Suprathermal bidirectional electron streaming and compo-
sition (unusual solar wind Nα/Np%) signatures combined
to suggest that in Events 4, 5, and 9, ejecta passage started
earlier and lasted longer than estimates that used solely IMC
signatures, which combine the simultaneous observation of
strong B-field, low proton temperature and slow change in
the orientation of the magnetic field.
5.2 Ejecta and Forbush decreases
Very energetic particle fluxes (> 50 MeV proton observa-
tions with IMP-8, cosmic rays) should show a reduction in
intensity when the Earth enters extended closed field regions.
These Forbush decreases (Forbush, 1938, 1939) and related
sudden decreases in the flow of several MeV energetic par-
ticles constitute another independent test of the passage of
ejecta by Earth. A comparison with Table 1 in Cane et
al. (1998), shows that Forbush decreases indicate the passage
of ejecta for Events 4, 5, 9, and 10. This is also the case in
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Event 2 (Farrugia et al., 2000), and in Events 11, 12, and 14,
with weak Forbush decreases for Event 6 and no decreases
in Events 1, 3, and 13 (I. G. Richardson, private communi-
cation, March 2001). This effect is not limited to the many
MeV per nucleon energetic ions. Figures 5a and b show de-
creases in the flux of 2 MeV EP when entering cloud-like
magnetic regions in those cases when their fluxes were above
background. This is consistent with the Forbush decreases in
Events 4, 5, and 9, but is also observed in Events 1 and 14 and
it is possibly present in Events 6 and 10. In Event 2, there is
a possible hindrance in MeV EP related to a new solar CME
occurring during the IMC passage. Forbush decreases, when
observed, were consistent with the start of magnetic cloud-
like intervals, usually at a magnetic discontinuity.
5.3 Transit times of the driven IP shocks
Studies of the transit time of the driven shock versus the
CME observed velocity appeared indicative of a decelera-
tion of the shock (see, e.g. Cane et al., 1986). However, no
deceleration was reported in the case of multiple spacecraft
observations of six moderately strong shocks between ∼ 0.7
and 1.0 AU (Mihalov et al., 1987).
Here we look at comparisons between shock transit times
and the locally measured velocity of the shock (Table 4). For
each event in the discussion, Table 4 presents Sun-Earth tran-
sit times and velocities for shocks and ejecta in columns 2
through 4, and 5 through 10, respectively. To distinguish it
from its initial value near the Sun, we define a final shock
velocity Vf = V x(1 AU) as the local measurement of the
shock velocity at 1 AU. These Vf allow us to test if their val-
ues are consistent with the shocks being driven by the ejecta.
(Vf is from Berdichevsky et al., 2000, for those shocks ob-
served before June 1997.) Table 4 shows that in seven cases
the shock velocity matched within ±30 km−1 the velocity
of the ejecta leading edge. These differences are within the
range of a typical solar wind Alve´nic velocity. This is con-
sistent with the interpretation that these shocks were still be-
ing driven by the ejecta, observed between 4–14 h behind the
shock, as illustrated in Fig. 5. In all cases, Fig. 10 shows a
shorter transit time (t) of the shock between Sun and Earth
than the one suggested by the computed shock velocity. The
mean difference is approximately 100 km−1 (see bottom row
in columns 5 and 6 in Table 4). Assuming for calculation
purposes constant acceleration, a, along the Sun-Earth line,
we have
a = 2(Vf − V tr)/t
with t , V tr , and Vf being, respectively, the transit time from
two solar radii to 1 AU, the transit velocity, and the locally
measured shock velocity. In this way, it is possible to evalu-
ate an effective change in speed of the shock between the Sun
and the Earth. From the bottom row in Table 4, we obtain
mean t , and V tr = 1 AU/t . We find, in this way, a resulting
effective mean initial velocity V i = V tr + (V tr − Vf ) for
the shock. This is about 200 ± 100 km/s faster closer to the
Sun, than at 1 AU.
Fig. 10. For the events in Table 4 numbers at the top of panel (a)
identify the event. Panel (a) shows shock transit times (open circle)
and transit times for the estimated XGSE component of the shock
velocity (inverted solid triangle). Panel (b) shows transit times of
the leading edge of the ejecta (open circle) and the correspond-
ing estimate using its velocity along the Sun-Earth line (XGSE di-
rection). Panel (c) shows transit time of the middle point of the
ejecta (open circle) and the corresponding estimate using the veloc-
ity, along XGSE, of the ejecta mid-point (inverted solid triangle).
The bar for Event 9 in panels (b) and (c) indicate approximate un-
certainty in the evaluation of the transit velocities due to uncertain-
ties at Sun and 1 AU on the identification of the H-CME and ejecta
times, and ejecta velocity.
In the case of solar wind conditions covering Event 5 (10–
11 April 1997), there is a large discrepancy in the speeds
between shock (at 12:55 UT on 10 April) and the ejecta
leading edge (∼ 05:00 UT on 11 April). In addition the
strong orientation of the shock away from the Sun-Earth line
(Berdichevsky et al., 2000) supports the possibility of an ex-
tremely lateral shock encounter, as proposed in Berdichevsky
et al. (1998). This would suggest two or more ejecta moving
away from the Sun, consistent with decametric Type II radio
emissions in association to the H-CME on 7 April 1997 (see
Kaiser et al., 1998).
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Fig. 11. The same as Figs. 6, for 8–11 June 1997
5.4 H-CME speed at two solar radii and 1 AU
Table 4 lists transit times in hours from the observation of the
CME in the coronagraph C2 (Table 2) to the time of the pas-
sage by Wind of the mid-point of each ejecta (see Table 3).
These are transit times of the ejecta mid-point (EjMP ) taken
as the center of the large magnetic field structure with a
slow rotation in the orientation of the interplanetary magnetic
field. A comparison of the corresponding transit velocity
V tr(EjMP) to the Sun-Earth component of the solar wind
velocity at ejecta mid-point V x(EjMP) shows a disagree-
ment between average V tr and V (EjMP) of ∼ 15 km−1
(bottom row, columns 9 and 10 in Table 4). This difference
in Table 4, near the ∼ 2% uncertainty in the determination
of solar wind velocities, indicates that at 1 AU the average
ejecta is moving with mean velocity close to its estimated
transit speed. This suggests at most a small change in the ve-
locity of these ejecta, as a whole, from Sun to Earth. Similar
is the difference between the average in situ Sun-Earth ve-
locity of the ejecta leading-edge and its V tr (columns 7 and
8, bottom, in Table 4). Translated into times (Sun-Earth dis-
tance divided by the transit velocities), this result is shown in
Fig. 10 for each individual event listed in Table 4. It shows,
for 12–15 May 1997 tracked Event 9, a 6 h increase in time
for the Sun-Earth travel of ejecta mid-point, using its in situ
velocity, than the actual transit time. The same times (i.e.
V tr(EjMP) ≈ V x(EjMP)) occur for the outcome of the
6–10 January 1997 tracked Event 3. Figure 10 shows that
the mean values for both times in some cases agree and in
others, their disagreements are less than half the mean time
passage of the ejecta. This is not the case for the Sun-Earth
connection candidate on 16–21 April 1997, Event 6, and the
questionable 2–5 December 1996, Event 1. Event 6 appears
to have an overly long transit time, corresponding to a re-
alistic but locally unsupported transit speed of ∼ 290 km−1
(Table 4). In this case, two different conclusions could be
drawn; (a) source misidentification, (b) substantial speed in-
crease along its way from Sun to Earth. Smaller disagree-
ments, larger than the uncertainty between transit time and
travel time based on in situ velocity of the ejecta mid-point
(EjMP) in Fig. 10 are present in Events 11 to 14, suggest-
ing a small increase in their velocity from launch to passage
by 1 AU.
The ejecta mid-point choice, for these comparisons, corre-
sponds to a simple ballistic interpretation of the propagation
of the center of mass of an isolated structure undergoing ex-
pansion and subjected to applied forces with an average re-
sultant value equal to zero over the time of its transit from
Sun to Earth. This could be considered a gross oversimplifi-
cation; however, it should be valid for magnetic structures of
plasma and field strength several times the surrounding so-
lar wind environment. The local measurement of the solar
wind velocity time series during the passage of the IMC cor-
responding to Event 9 appears to violate the above assump-
tion, suggesting that this ejecta is subjected to strong non-
zero force by a passing high-speed stream. However, Fig. 10
shows that the observed perturbations appear to have a small
impact on the Sun-Earth transit time estimate of its mid-
point, while larger disagreements are found between transit
time and local velocity of front and rear ends of this ejecta
(see corresponding velocity profile in top panel, Fig. 6C).
The evidence presented above concerning the center of
the ejecta being convected at approximately constant speed
between two solar radii and 1 AU is consistent with multi-
spacecraft case studies of IMCs (between 0.3 and 5 AU by
Osherovich, et al., 1993, and between 1 and 5 AU by Skoug
et al., 2000). This finding between two solar radii and 1 AU
appears to be confirmed recently for faster ejecta (Lepping et
al., 2001a, b) possibly forcing reinterpretation of the statisti-
cal analysis in Gopalswamy et al. (2000).
5.5 Other ejecta, with unaccounted H-CME
It is possible that for some ejecta intervals encountered at
1 AU, there was no identification of H-CME at the Sun.
If the ejecta velocity analysis for 16–21 April 1997 in
Sect. 5.4 is interpreted as a case when the Sun source
is misidentified, it adds to ejecta passages by Earth unre-
lated to H-CME. (This Event 6 could not be related to a
later CME because there is no identification of CMEs af-
ter 07:35 UT 16 April and until 19:45 UT on 20 April 1997,
in the report listed in file 1997.04 CME List.txt reachable
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from the LASCO/SOHO WEB page with URL: http://lasco-
www.nrl.navy.mil/cmelist.html)
A strong case for an ejecta unrelated to H-CME is the case
of the IMC observed on 8–9 June 1997. This event is re-
ported by Brueckner et al. (1998), Webb et al. (2000b), and
Shodahn et al. (2000). The observations at 1 AU are illus-
trated in Fig. 11. These local solar wind observations in
Fig. 11 indicate that this event combines all characteristics
found to be typical of ejecta, i.e. it has above average B-field
intensity. TheB-field shows a slow rotation over an extended
interval and it was possible to fit using the force free model
of Lundquist (Lepping et al., 1999). There are bidirectional
streaming electrons and an above average Nα/Np% in its
rear region. The assumption of a transit time corresponding
to the velocity of the mid-point of the B-field’s slowly rotat-
ing interval put the lift-off time on 4 June. Indeed, on 4 June
LASCO/SOHO observations indicate an unusual, continuous
mass out-flow lasting almost a whole day. These slow out-
flows may be the result of filament eruption, supported by
the EUV observation of arcade formation ∼ 14:00 UT on 3
June, near E 7◦ S 31◦ (AR8048). Consistent with time and
location of these EUV observations is a report of the dis-
appearance of two dark filaments in optical Hα-light on 3
June 1997 (Solar Bulletin). (The corresponding Sun-Earth
times with a 12-h uncertainty are included in Table 4, and
Fig. 10. They also show that for the 3–9 June 1997 Event
V tr(EjMP) ≈ V x(EjMP)).
6 Conclusions
The events presented in the analysis correspond to the near
solar minimum epoch. They were selected on the basis of
observation of H-CMEs, and their implication for Sun-Earth
connections is investigated for those H-CMEs spaced three
or more days in time.
It is found that in every case the ejection appears con-
nected to a filament or prominence eruption. It is shown
that good clear EUV sun disk signatures of the events are
present in most cases. An EIT-wave was easier to note for
AR ejecta. Filament eruption was observed in the non-AR
eruptions. These EUV signatures appear to organize the ejec-
tions naturally into two categories; (a) AR related; (b) non-
AR or a decayed AR. The investigated AR related H-CME
showed transient chromospheric and low corona manifesta-
tions starting within approximately 180 min of the observa-
tion of the leading edge of the H-CME at two solar radii. Far
longer times between filament eruption and observation of
the H-CME at two solar radii are suggested by the observa-
tions in the case of non-AR ejections or filament eruptions
from regions close to or related to decayed AR. In most AR
related lift-offs, short wavelength radio emissions and other
near-chromospheric signatures related to the ejection were
reported. In contradistinction, less appeared to be reported
for non-AR ejecta lift-off.
For six of the twelve fully discussed cases (50%), a shock
driven in the inner heliosphere appeared to exist, being in-
ferred through MeV ions and/or kilometric radio emisions.
Two-thirds of them were related to eruption at/near AR and
the other two were related to eruptions unrelated to AR. But
there were more in situ shock observations with one case
when inference of the shock in the inner heliosphere may
have failed due to above average background levels in MeV
EP. In seven cases, the in situ fast forward shock velocities
matched the velocity of the leading edge of the identified
ejecta interval, suggesting that they continued to be driven
locally by the ejecta candidate. The transit times of these
driven shocks, from the time of the H-CME to the time of its
passage at 1 AU, suggested a deceleration of the shock. This
deceleration observed amounts to a mean reduction in shock
speed of 200± 100 km−1 between Sun and Earth.
No single unifying indicator of an ejecta interval – which
is divide into two classes: long lasting changes (a) in plasma
parameters and (b) in the flow of EP – were identified, and
this is consistent with findings by other works. The observed
signatures, when existing, appeared downstream of the pos-
sibly driven shock and in all cases, within three to six days
after the H-CME. (Notice that faster events have been ob-
served close to solar maximum, e.g. Lepping et al., 2001a).
Henceforth, ejecta were identified by the consistent overlap
of the selected set of signatures, and we found that in two out
of thirteen cases, ejecta indicators were lacking or absent,
and these were H-CME related to source locations more than
60◦ W in longitude. All other cases appeared to have at least
three or more consistent signatures of ejecta. They corre-
sponded to ejecta with candidate solar disk sources within
approximately 30◦ E or W from the solar central meridian,
but within larger angular latitudinal extensions, in one case
up to ∼ 50◦ N from ecliptic plane. The most commonly ob-
served ejecta signatures in this set of events were found in
a long lasting interval of plasma having low proton beta (ra-
tio of the local plasma proton kinetic to magnetic field en-
ergy) and the slow rotation of the magnetic field vector. In
seven cases, these intervals overlapped with identified IMCs,
while two other cases overlapped with cloud-like intervals
when the slow rotation of the field was not large enough
for its unambiguous fit with the force free Lundquist model
(Lundquist, 1950). (Hence, IMC were between ≈ 50 and
70% of the fully investigated cases.) In four cases, it ap-
peared that the ejecta interval start and end times contain
IMC or cloud-like intervals. In two of those cases, the syn-
chronized observation of composition, flux-anisotropy, and
the matching of shock velocity to the local observed solar
wind combined to infer the start of the ejecta before the ob-
servation of the IMC or cloud-like part of the ejecta. In con-
tradistinction, for two other cases, consistent signatures of
ejecta started and ended with the identified IMC interval.
The mean passage duration of ejecta appeared to be above
33 h. When limiting passage time of the ejecta to the largest
associated B-field slow rotation region, the mean time be-
came 24 h. This time is very close to the mean average time
passage of IMCs (see, e.g. Lepping and Berdichevsky, 2000).
These more ordered field and plasma intervals showed in all
but one case a central velocity component along the Sun-
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Table A1. IP shock and candidate ejecta intervals at 1 AU with
temporal association with the 7 February 1997 H-CME
Time at 1 AU Vel at 1 AU Start Time at the Sun
kms−1 Assuming Constant
Velocity
12:55 UT, 9 Feb, IP S 632 14:14 UT, 6 Feb
02:00 UT, 10 Feb 570 01:12 UT, 7 Feb
18:00 UT, 10 Feb 500 05:40 UT, 7 Feb
21:00 UT, 11 Feb‡ 390 02:12 UT, 7 Feb
04:00 UT, 12 Feb 370 03:30 UT, 7 Feb
‡Interval identified as associated to the H-CME prominence (Gopal-
swamy et al., 1998)
Earth direction, which, when assumed constant, projected
back its lift-off time to the approximate observation of the
halo-CME at two solar radii. This remarkable result has also
been found for faster IMCs (Lepping et al., 2001a, b).
This paper did not attack the question “Is every ejecta at
1 AU the result of an observed CME (halo-CME)?” Never-
theless, it is interesting to note that possibly a few medium
size ejecta may not have been observed as a CME or Halo-
CME; this appears to be the case of the June 1997 event (see,
e.g. Brueckner et al., 1998). And the discussion on transit
times raises the possibility of having misidentified the source
of 21–23 April ejecta. This non-exhaustive list would sug-
gest that for every seven to ten observed H-CME, there is the
possibility of one or two small to medium-sized unaccounted
ejections, capable of causing a moderate geomagnetic storm,
as was the case on 9 June and possibly on 21–23 April
(both in 1997). Finally, in some cases (e.g. 20:00–23:00 UT
11 April, and 06:00–14:00 UT 16 May 1997), Figs. 6A–D
show the presence of unusual solar wind conditions, possi-
bly ejecta moving faster than earlier interval(s) that passed all
necessary Sun-Earth connection conditions. These observa-
tions raise questions, beyond the scope of the present study,
on the nature of these trailing intervals, their solar source,
and their relationship to the earlier observed ejecta.
Appendix A Event 9 (12–16 May 1997)
On 12 May, images in the 195 A˚ line show that, between
04:50 and 05:41 UT, a EIT wave expanded over the whole
solar disk from a location 6.5◦ W and 22◦ N (Thompson et
al., 1998). 1–8 A˚ soft X-ray flux peaks at 04:55 UT with
an intensity of a C1.3 flare. EIT images show that dimming
near the magnetic neutral line developed between 04:34 and
07:00 UT (see Fig. 4 in Thompson et al., 1998). The H-
CME appear at 07:35 UT, and its leading edge had an ap-
parent velocity of ∼ 260 km/s (Figs. 1–3 in Plunkett et al.,
1998). Metric Types I, II, III, and IV radio emissions (Hud-
son et al., 1998), and MeV EPs are present. The tracking of
drifting IP radio emissions is shown in Figs. 1a and 5b. In
situ solar wind observations are shown in Fig. 6C (Event 9).
The mid-location in time of the ejecta passed Wind at 18:00
± 02:00 UT traveling at a mean velocity of 470 ± 30 km/s.
If maintained to 1 AU, this would indicate that the transient
lifted off the Sun at 01:45 ± 05:30 UT on 12 May. This tim-
ing is in agreement, within experimental uncertainty, with the
transient signatures seen at the Sun (see above). This agree-
ment provides a selfconsistency check on the identification
of the transient at the Sun and its manifestations at 1 AU.
Appendix B Event 4 (7–11 February 1997)
On 7 February 1997, EIT 195 A˚ line images and ground-
based radio data show that, between 01:30 and 03:30 UT, a
long filament that extended from 49◦ W to 24◦ E and from
22◦ to 25◦ S disappeared (Gopalswamy et al., 1998). GOES
observed very weak soft X-ray enhancements which peak at
23:00 UT on 6 February. This event shows above background
decametric Type III radio emissions. There is a delayed
rise of the MeV EPs. There is a decrease in the MeV EP
fluxes from approximately 18:00 UT 7 February to 22:00 UT
8 February, suggesting that EP fluxes are excluded from the
closed field line region of an ejecta. The steady decline in
EP fluxes ends near 04:00 UT on 9 February, and a spike
in these fluxes at the time of the IP shock is suggested by
the data in the 8–9.6 MeV He++ channel. Figure 6B shows
that this transient candidate interval at 1 AU is preceded by a
high-speed solar wind. The intensity of the MeV EP fluxes
appear to be strongly suppressed between∼ 04:00–20:00 UT
on 10 February. This corresponds to the time interval when
very low plasma densities (Np < 1 cm−3) and above aver-
age magnetic field strengths are observed by Wind (Fig. 6B,
Event 4). From 03:00 UT to 18:00 UT, βp < 0.1. From the
start of 10 February until ∼ 21:00 UT, He++/H+ is gener-
ally higher than in the surrounding time intervals, and lower
than average for the period 03:00–06:00 UT, when a steady
value of ∼ 1% is measured. Again, on 12 February, the solar
wind shows above average He++/H+ ratios, during an in-
terval of below average solar wind speed and magnetic field
strength. These observations at 1 AU suggest that the tran-
sient may have undergone strong modification due to its in-
teraction with the observed fast stream. Since the densities
are near zero from 04:00 to 20:00 UT on 10 February, the
momentum flux is hard to estimate. In searching for the start
of the event in the low corona, we look at the more dense in-
dividual regions of high He++/H+ ratios. Table A1 presents
the “back-at-the-Sun” lift-off times of transient material, as-
suming that each of the observed intervals of above average
He++/H+ propagate at the velocity measured at 1 AU.
The transit from Sun to Earth of all intervals shown in Ta-
ble A1 indicates that each is a possible manifestation of the
large filament eruption that took place on the Sun at 02:07 UT
on 7 February. However, the IP shock arrives at 12:55 UT, on
9 February, with a measured local speed of ∼ 630 km/s (see
Berdichevsky et al., 2000), and a travel-time indicative of a
transit velocity of∼ 720 km/s. This implies that the IP shock
decreases its speed by ∼ 200 km/s between the Sun and the
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Earth, an inference which is consistent with a possible weak-
ening of shock strength manifested by the decline in inten-
sity of MeV EP fluxes (Fig. 5a, Event 4). The longitude and
latitude of the shock normal are 210 ± 1◦, and −20 ± 2◦,
respectively (Berdichevsky et al., 2000), which further sug-
gests that more than 12 hours ahead of the observations at
Wind on 9 February, we may see the eastern flank of the IP
shock. In summary, these are observations that suggest the
arrival at 1 AU of a “complex” ejecta, with a passage last-
ing from 9–12 February. In some respects, a similar case
occurred on April 1997, described in Appendix C.
Appendix C Event 5 (7–11 April 1997)
For this event, disturbances on the solar disk started at
about 13:27 UT, when a C6.8 flare went off. SOHO cap-
tures signatures of a EIT-wave in the low corona starting at
∼ 14:06 UT (Thompson et al., 1999). (This event shows one
of the most intense and structured H-CMEs observed with
LASCO/SOHO, with the leading edge of the CME appear-
ing at 14:27 UT at 2Rs from the Sun (e.g. Berdichevsky et
al., 1998.) EIT images show clear signatures of dimming
and arcade formation near the neutral line (bottom panels in
Plate I).
Decametric drifting radio emissions are observed from the
start of the event (∼ 14:00 UT), and enhanced MeV EP a
few hours later. It is apparent that drifting radio emissions
were related to two possible shocks (Kaiser et al., 1998).
The short-lived, drifting radio emissions appear to indicate
a shock moving at twice the speed of the leading edge of
the southeast concave structure (∼ 840 km/s), possibly asso-
ciated with the H-CME. The profile of the enhanced MeV EP
fluxes suggests an origin close to central meridian, consistent
with the location of the transient on the Sun (∼ 19◦ E, Plate I,
see, e.g. Richardson and Cane, 1993), and it extends until
the passage of the ejecta near Earth on 11 April 1997. MeV
EP fluxes are partially suppressed from 15:00 UT, 8 April to
09:00 UT 9 April, suggesting the presence of ejecta closed
field lines. The intensities of MeV EP fluxes decrease start-
ing at 00:00 UT on 10 April. As argued by Berdichevsky
et al. (1998), there are clear indications that signatures of at
least two transients were observed at 1 AU.
From 05:50 to 15:00 UT on 11 April, this ejecta has an un-
usually strong magnetic field (∼ 25 nT) and correspondingly,
an extremely low βp, of ∼ 10−2. During the same time in-
terval, the ratio He++/H+ > 6% (Fig. 6B). The bulk flow
speed is nearly constant between 450 and 490 km−1. Using
10:00 UT, 11 April as the mid-time of the transient and the
mean radial speed for the interval of 464±10 km/s, we obtain
a lift-off time of 16:00 ± 02:00 UT on 7 April 1997. Within
experimental error, this estimate is in good agreement with
the solar observations. A puzzling faster moving region be-
yond the ejecta’s rear end is observed. It contains a reverse
shock (20:52 UT on 11 April), immersed in an ejecta-type
region with a ratio Na/Np ∼ 6% and bidirectional electrons
(from ∼ 20:00 to 23:00 UT).
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